
Raptile, Still on the way
Hook: Im still on my way ?walkin wit my man Tape, yes, Im walkin wit my man! Verse1: So I had to bounce, left da lounge, Wit my partner tape, walkin da hardest ways, Just to reach my target place, Plus to receive da Main Concept, I believed they could, help me out, I believed I could free my peeps, from this selfish crowd, 2 days after, I stood like da clueless master, in front of these dudes that should have da, hint, dat I need, to get, where I see, the light at the end of the tunnel, then I could leave, but the only thing they told me was: ? Rap, u not lonely, boy, ya medallion a.k.a. Tracklisting, a.k.a. da Dopest Jointz, paves ya way, quickly, just focus da focal point? ? they disappeared as fast as busted bubbles, I attracted so many problems , it seemed that Im lovin trouble, But now I knew, my stuffs strong enough, to bea part, of the revolution, And there thousands of agents walkin they same path that Im usin? Verse 2: I called my sexy partner: 0-8-9-3-5-2-6-9-5-6-8-3, Just to let me know what happened in the meantime, plainly, She told me that the underground took over, The city is free from most of them clones, but soldiers, Walk around now, take advantage of this situation of liberty, Now we got a million successors of realness, Somebody gotta put, HipHop out of his misery, I was like: ?daaamm, how comes, The industry dropped Mr. Sell-Out? ? Yes, also the real ones, sell now, ?(Telephoneffect) That means, we got the same enemy, actin like friendly peeps, But uses our next generation as his strongest weapon ??, mmh, So now the fights began in our own camp ??, Most of the dudes we schooled dont follow the estblished spokesmen, ? Yeah, they think theyre dope, man? (Telephoneffect) Ey, dont even rock a slow jam, Ok, Ill be back in a sec, I think Ill break some bones, man,(2x)?
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